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Comparing  geographically  referenced  maps  has become  an  important  aspect  of spatial  ecology  (e.g.
assessing  change  in  distribution  over  time).  Whilst  humans  are  adept  at recognising  and  extracting  struc-
ture  from  maps  (i.e.  identifying  spatial  patterns),  quantifying  these  structures  can  be  difficult.  Here, we
show  how  the Structural  Similarity  (SSIM)  index,  a spatial  comparison  method  adapted  from  techniques
developed  in  computer  science  to  determine  the quality  of image  compression,  can  be used  to  extract
additional  information  from  spatial  ecological  data.  We  enhance  the  SSIM  index  to incorporate  uncer-
tainty  from  the  underlying  spatial  models,  and provide  a software  algorithm  to  correct  for  internal  edge
effects  so that  loss of spatial  information  from  the  map  comparison  is  limited.  The SSIM index  uses  a
spatially-local  window  to calculate  statistics  based  on  local  mean,  variance,  and covariance  between  the
maps being  compared.  A  number  of  statistics  can  be  calculated  using  the  SSIM  index,  ranging  from  a  single
summary  statistic  to quantify  similarities  between  two  maps,  to  maps  of  similarities  in  mean,  variance,
and  covariance  that can  provide  additional  insight  into  underlying  biological  processes.  We  demonstrate
the  applicability  of  the SSIM  approach  using  a case  study  of  sperm  whales  in  the Mediterranean  Sea  and
identify  areas  where  local-scale  differences  in  space-use  between  groups  and  singleton  whales  occur.
We  show  how  novel  insights  into  spatial  structure  can  be extracted,  which  could not be  obtained  by
visual  inspection  or cell-by-cell  subtraction.  As  an  approach,  SSIM  is applicable  to  a broad  range  of  spatial
ecological  data,  providing  a novel,  implementable  tool  for map  comparison.
Publis© 2016  The  Author(s).  
. Introduction
Ecological systems typically exhibit spatial heterogeneity aris-
ng from underlying processes that influence species occurrence,
bundance, and diversity. Characterising spatial heterogeneity, and
hanges to it, are essential to understanding the structure of ecolog-
cal systems (Fortin and Dale, 2005). Spatial ecological data range
rom spatially discrete events or individuals, represented as basic
lots of locations in space referenced by a point (e.g. vegetation
ssemblages in geographical space, Penttinen et al., 1992), to dis-
ributions of species across habitats, characterised by continuous
ensity maps (McKinney et al., 2012). Geographically referenced
aps are an effective way to convey complex spatial information
∗ Corresponding author at: Sea Mammal  Research Unit, Scottish Oceans Institute,
niversity of St Andrews, St Andrews KY16 8LB, United Kingdom.
E-mail address: el298@st-andrews.ac.uk (E.L. Jones).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolind.2016.05.051
470-160X/© 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access articlehed  by  Elsevier  Ltd.  This  is an open  access  article  under  the CC  BY  license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
because the human visual system excels at recognising struc-
ture in these familiar and intuitively read images. However, visual
interpretation of spatial patterns in such maps is subjective (Da
Silva-Buttkus et al., 2009), which can be further complicated by
the characteristics of the mapped data, such as scale (e.g. grain
and extent) and the particular cartographic representation used
(e.g. projection, colour, symbology) (MacEachren, 1995). Therefore,
methods have moved towards objectively quantifying the patterns
observed in mapped data to produce consistent and repeatable
analyses (Fortin and Dale, 2005).
The comparison of two (or more) geographically referenced
maps aims to characterise differences in spatial heterogeneity and
structure, and calculate defined spatial metrics between them. The
problem of map  comparison (Jacquez, 1995) has been studied for
decades by geographers (Tobler, 1965), as well as ecologists (Levine
et al., 2009). There are many ecological applications where map
comparison can lead to new insights. Ecological data often have
intrinsic properties that make them challenging to compare spa-
 under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ially: data tend to be continuous-valued (e.g. spatially explicit
odel predictions) and have underlying spatial dependencies (e.g.
eighbouring cells are not independent). However, there are few
stablished spatial comparison techniques documented in the eco-
ogical literature directly relating to the type of problems outlined
bove, as available methods generally only address one or other of
hese properties.
In recent years, emphasis has been placed on comparisons of
apped categorical data (Hagen-Zanker and Lajoie, 2008) and
ethods for assessing spatial structure in maps of continuous val-
ed data or spatially explicit model predictions on a regular spatial
attice remain limited in both scope and sophistication (Hagen-
anker, 2006a). Cell-by-cell comparisons and non-spatially explicit
ndexes weighted by grid cell are widely used in remote sensing, but
o not account for spatial dependencies between cells (Horn, 1966;
eitão et al., 2011). Likewise, Moran’s I or Geary’s C tests (Cliff and
rd, 1970) assess spatial autocorrelation but provide single indices
cross space, which do not retain locational information. Metrics
sed to investigate niche similarity between species distributions
redicted with Environmental Niche Models also lose spatial infor-
ation to give a single measure of overlap or equivalency (Warren
t al., 2008). Overlap indices and tests for spatial autocorrelation
easure only one form of spatial structure in the data, and this
ay  not be sufficient for the ecological question being posed.
A Structural Similarity Index (SSIM index) was  proposed origi-
ally by Wang et al. (2004) for comparing compression techniques
sed in digital imaging (e.g. JPEG compression). The index uses a
patially-local moving window to generate independent compo-
ents relating to local similarities in the mean, variance, and spatial
orrelation between the two maps being compared. SSIM can assess
ontinuous data and simultaneously considers local magnitude and
patial structure, making it suitable to be adapted for the applica-
ion of comparing spatial ecological data. Map  comparison methods
o ecological problems should allow uncertainty associated with
he data or model predictions to be included in the map  compar-
son to aid interpretation. Ecological maps often have uncertainty
stimates associated with each grid cell when values are obtained
sing spatially explicit predictive models (Rocchini et al., 2011), and
hese should be incorporated in a map  comparison approach. Addi-
ionally, local statistics such as the SSIM index are susceptible to
dge effects arising from the use of a spatially local neighbourhood
Boots, 2002). Edge effects (i.e. the inclusion of null areas outside
he study) are exacerbated by irregularly shaped boundaries caused
y arbitrarily shaped administrative units or geographical features
e.g. islands). These may  or may  not influence the spatial process
nder study. Ecological processes often change on or near bound-
ries (Wiens et al., 1985), for example, the boundary of the Antarctic
ircumpolar Current affects the surrounding marine ecosystem
Tynan, 1998), and so these areas can be of specific interest. There-
ore, we propose two enhancements to the SSIM index to address
ommon issues faced in spatial ecological analysis by incorporat-
ng uncertainty associated with the underlying data into the map
omparison, and correcting for edge effects. We  demonstrate use
f the SSIM methodology and our enhancements by applying them
o a case study to compare habitat preference by groups and sin-
letons of sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus, Linneaus 1758)
n the Mediterranean Sea (Pirotta et al., 2011).
. Methods
.1. Map  comparisonConsider two continuous valued maps (A and B) each repre-
ented as regular grids. For each cell, a local neighbourhood is
efined by (n) neighbouring spatial units given a weighting (w).icators 70 (2016) 67–76
The size of the neighbourhood is user-defined, has a lower limit of
3 × 3 cells and can take any non-even value. Wang et al. (2004)
proposed the use of a (circular) Gaussian weighting function of
w =
{
wi|i = 1, 2. . .,  n
}
where wi is obtained from a Gaussian ker-
nel centred on the focal cell. The standard deviation,  = n/3, is
normalised so that n
i=1wi = 1.
The index iiterates through all n cells within each local region
to produce means and variances for each map  as well as covariance
between the two gridded maps.
a =
n∑
i=1
wiai (1)
2a =
n∑
i=1
wi(ai − a)2 (2)
ab =
n∑
i=1
wi (ai − a) (bi − b) (3)
a, 2b , and ab represent spatially local measures of mean,
variance and covariance, computed for each cell, where ai andbi
represent the values in cell i for maps A andB respectively. The
three components of the SSIM method are then calculated from
these statistics, giving spatially local measures of similarity in the
mean, variance, and covariance of the two  maps.
SIM (A, B) = 2ab + c1
2a + 2b + c1
(4)
SIV (A, B) = 2ab + c2
2a + 2b + c2
(5)
SIP (A, B) = ab + c3
ab + c3
(6)
The statistics are named Similarity in Mean (SIM), Similarity
in Variance (SIV), and Similarity in Pattern (SIP) of spatial covari-
ance, so that they can be interpreted intuitively in ecological terms
(Table 1). Constants (c1–c3) are used in equations (4)–(6) to aid sta-
bility when the denominators of the equations, sum of the squared
means
(
2a + 2b
)
, sum of the squared variances
(
2a + 2b
)
, and
product of the standard deviations (ab) are close to 0. Follow-
ing guidelines proposed by Wang et al. (2004), the constants can
be estimated heuristically from the range of values of the underly-
ing maps being compared (R) together with k1=0.01 and k2=0.03.
Therefore, c1 = (k1R)2, c2 = (k2R)2, and c3 = c2/2.
An overall measure for comparison can be computed as the
product of all three components.
SSIM(A, B) = [SIM(A, B)]˛ · [SIV(A, B)]ˇ · [SIP(A, B) ] (7)
Constants ˛, ˇ,  can be used to weight individual compo-
nents in SSIM and can take any value where (  ˛ > 0,  ˇ > 0,  > 0).
Default values of  ˛ =  ˇ =  = 1 are used for the case study below.
The overall comparison measure meets the following criteria:
(1) symmetry: SSIM (A, B) = SSIM (B, A); (2) boundedness: −1 ≤
SSIM (A, B) ≤ 1; and (3) unique maximum: SSIM (A, B) = 1ifA = B.
SSIM is bounded by (−1,1) where −1 indicates complete dissimi-
larity between the spatial structure of the underlying maps, and 1
shows the maps are identical (Table 1). Similarity in pattern (SIP)
of spatial covariance is of interest to ecologists because it reveals
differences in spatial structure that are difficult to capture visu-
ally or through simple comparison methods such as direct map
subtraction. In the context of species distribution models, low val-
ues (SIP → −1) will show local-scale differences in space use that
may  indicate underlying mechanisms such as competitive exclu-
sion, niche partitioning, or habitat segregation, whereas high values
(SIP → 1) could indicate areas where direct competition or some
E.L. Jones et al. / Ecological Indicators 70 (2016) 67–76 69
Table  1
Description of local statistics calculated in SSIM index, using pairs of images (maps A and B) to demonstrate high and low similarity. The interpretation column provides a
general ecological interpretation of each metric using the case example of one species in Map A and a different species in Map  B.
Index Description Bounds Interpretation Map  A Map  B
Similarity in means
(SIM)
Ratio of twice the
product of the local
means to their
summed squares.
(0, 1) 0 = Map  A has high values; map  B low values.
The means are dissimilar (e.g. species have
different local abundances).
1 = Both maps A and B have similarly high (or
low) values (e.g. species have similar local
abundances).
Similarity in variance
(SIV)
Ratio of twice the
product of the local
standard deviations to
their summed
variances.
(0, 1) 0 = Map  A has high variance; map B low
variance. The variances are dissimilar (e.g. one
species is spatially clustered, the other has a
homogeneous distribution).
1 = Both maps A and B have similarly high (or
low) variance (e.g. both species have similar
degrees of spatial clustering, or both have
homogeneous local distributions).
Similarity in pattern
(SIP) of spatial
covariance
Ratio of the local
covariance to the
product of the local
standard deviations.
(−1, 1) −1 = Map  A has high values in some cells; Map
B  has high values in alternate cells. Spatial
correlation is negative (e.g. species exhibit
spatial partitioning).
0 = Map  A and B exhibit no spatial correlation
(e.g. species distributions are independent).
1 = Map  A and B have high and low values in
the 
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2orm of ecological interaction, such as predation, are occurring. The
eans of each metric can be calculated to produce summary statis-
ics (SIM, SIV, SIP) if required. The mean of SSIM (SSIM) will provide
n overall metric of map  comparison, capturing the similarities
etween means, variances, and covariance in a single value.
The mean and variance of each grid cell in the underlying maps
re resampled to generate a series of realisations (N). SSIM statistics
re calculated for each set of realisations (1· · ·N) of the two maps
eing compared. A variance-adjusted measure of SSIM is calculated
y taking the mean of each statistic over the resulting comparisons.
pper and lower 95% confidence limits of the statistics can be cal-
ulated from the mean and variance of the sampled comparisons.
o correct for edge effects, a reflection algorithm is implemented
o generate synthetic buffers and ensure the spatial extent of the
ap comparison is preserved (Appendix A in Supplementary).
.2. Case study: sperm whales in the Mediterranean
.2.1. Introduction
In the Mediterranean, a small population of sperm whales per-
ist. Sperm whales show sexually dimorphic behaviour as adults:
ales become increasingly solitary as they mature, and segregate
rom long-term social units of adult females and their offspring,
xcepting short term associations for mating purposes (Whitehead,
003). It is unclear what drives this segregation and hypothe-same cells. Spatial correlation is positive
. species are using the same resources, or
e predator-prey interactions).
ses include: groups of females outcompeting solitary males when
exploiting mid-water squid patches, males and females having dif-
ferent dietary and hence habitat preferences, or higher male growth
rates that require wider search areas to locate high prey densi-
ties (Whitehead, 2003). Understanding habitat use in areas where
both sexes co-occur is of obvious interest with respect to these
hypotheses. Pirotta et al. (2011) predicted habitat preferences of
sperm whales in the waters around the Balearic archipelago in
the Mediterranean Sea. In this area both groups (assumed to be
female social units) and singleton whales (assumed to be males)
were regularly observed, suggesting a breeding ground. Measures
of uncertainty around the estimated probability of occurrence
were obtained from the modelling process to characterise vari-
ance around the mean estimate in each grid cell. Uncertainty arises
in all ecological models and could result, for example, from sam-
pling design and data collection, the resolution of environmental
variables used in the model, modelling process, or the dynamic
nature of species’ distribution (Rocchini et al., 2011; Tessarolo
et al., 2014). The SSIM index and our enhancements can be imple-
mented accounting for any sources of uncertainty. Here, we  use
habitat preference maps and associated uncertainty to compare
spatial patterns of use between assemblages. We demonstrate that
the proposed map  comparison methodology can quantify differ-
ences in the local spatial patterns observed between the maps and
70 E.L. Jones et al. / Ecological Indicators 70 (2016) 67–76
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rovide novel biological insights not readily apparent from visual
ssessments alone.
.2.2. Data
The study area was located from 38 to 41◦N and 0.5–5◦E, centred
n the islands of Ibiza, Mallorca and Menorca (Fig. 1). Informa-
ion on sperm whale occurrence was collected during dedicated
ummer research cruises covering the waters around the Balearic
rchipelago. Each cruise lasted for approximately a month and
as repeated over 6 consecutive years (2003–2008). Whales were
ocated and tracked acoustically from their echolocation clicks,
nd an encounter was defined as a period of continuous acous-
ic contact with one or more animals. Pirotta et al. (2011) used a
eneralised Additive Modelling (GAM) approach to model sperm
hale occurrence as a function of several environmental and tem-
oral predictors, combined with Generalised Estimating Equations
GEEs) to account for autocorrelation in the residuals. Further
etails on the environmental datasets and analytical approach can
e found in Pirotta et al. (2011) and are summarised here: Separate
nalyses were carried out for singletons and groups to determine
hether habitat preference was characterised by different extrinsic
rivers. The final model for sperm whale groups included latitude,
ongitude, weekly sea surface temperature (SST) and slope gra-
ient. For singletons, latitude, longitude, year, monthly SST and
lope aspect were retained by model selection. The authors notedgletons (c) variance in group presence; and (d) variance in singleton presence. (a)
-resolution Geography Database (GSHHG) shoreline data from NOAA were used,
/www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/shorelines/gshhs.html.
qualitatively different spatial patterns emerging for the two social
assemblages in the final prediction maps, quantitatively supported
by an inverse relationship with SST, and suggested that these might
be the result of fine-scale habitat segregation.
2.2.3. Analysis
The predicted probability of presence of groups and singletons,
and corresponding estimates of variance were mapped at a spatial
resolution of 2 nautical miles (NM) on a regular grid. To calcu-
late SSIM statistics, the size of the local neighbourhood for both
maps should be defined by taking the nature of the underlying data
and ecological process in question into account. Lewis et al. (2007)
examined the nearest-neighbour distances between sperm whales
in the Mediterranean Sea using a similar acoustic survey approach
to data used in Pirotta et al. (2011) and found that animals defined
as belonging to a ‘cluster’ mostly had an upper limit of 2.7 NM of
perpendicular distance between them, whereas dispersed (single-
ton) animals were separated by distances beyond this threshold.
The size of the local neighbourhood was  defined in a 3 × 3 (n = 9)
cell window (6 NM x 6 NM), such that the edge of the window was
at least 2 NM (1 grid cell) from any animals encountered in the cen-
tre cell. A circular Gaussian weighting kernel (w = {wi |i = 1,2. . .,9})
with a standard deviation ( = n/3) was  set to 3 NM. Sensitivity
tests were applied to verify that varying the size of local neighbour-
hood and using a Gaussian weighting kernel did not affect results
E.L. Jones et al. / Ecological Indicators 70 (2016) 67–76 71
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ffects:  (a) Similarity In Means (0–1); (b) Similarity In Variance (0–1); (c) Similarity
rom the case study (Section 2.2.4 and Appendix B in Supplemen-
ary). Uncertainty from the underlying data was  included in the
ap  comparisons using parametric bootstrapping. Samples from a
ultivariate normal distribution were generated using model coef-
cients and each covariance matrix to produce 500 realisations of
odel coefficients for the group and singleton models. These were
sed to predict 500 sets of probabilities for the group and single-
on models. SSIM statistics were calculated for each pair of maps
enerated from bootstrapped data. Mean and variance of predicted
robabilities in each grid cell were taken for each statistic (SIM,
IV, SIP, and SSIM). All analysis was conducted using the statistical
oftware package R (R Core Team, 2014), and code and data used
or calculating the SSIM index can be obtained from Appendices C
nd D in Supplementary respectively.
.2.4. Sensitivity testing
Sets of sensitivity tests were conducted to demonstrate how
arying specific (user-defined) parameters could potentially affect
esults of the map  comparison analysis for the sperm whale data:
1) A circular Gaussian weighting kernel was applied to the local
eighbourhood window vs. no weighting; (2) the size of the local
eighbourhood was varied, using 3 × 3, 5 × 5, and 7 × 7 grid cells;
nd (3) a reflection algorithm to correct for edge effects was applied
s. no edge correction. For Gaussian weighting tests, the size of the
ocal neighbourhood (w)  was set at 3 × 3 grid cells and the reflection
lgorithm was implemented. For local neighbourhood tests, Gaus-
ian weighting and the reflection algorithm were applied. For edgengleton sperm whales. A reflection algorithm was used to counteract internal edge
ttern of spatial covariance (−1 to 1); and (d) Structural Similarity index (−1 to 1).
effects tests, the size of the local neighbourhood (w) was  set at 3 × 3
grid cells and Gaussian weighting was applied. In all tests,  = n/3
and only mean values from the underlying maps being compared
were used. SSIM statistics were calculated for each set of tests and
means and variances of each statistic (SIM, SIV, SIP, SSIM) were cal-
culated to provide summary statistics. Welch two-sample t-tests
were used to compare the SSIM statistic for each set of tests.
3. Results
SSIM was used to compare the predicted probability of occur-
rence between groups and singleton sperm whales (Fig. 2). Fig. 2a,
showing similarity between the local means (SIM), aligns with
visual differences seen between the underlying maps (Figs. 1a and
b). Areas where SIM is close to 1 (yellow) are found in regions of
the study area where habitat preference is high for both social
assemblages (east and south of Mallorca, and east and south of
Formentera), or low for both social assemblages (north-west of
Mallorca). Values of SIM close to 0 (red) denote areas where one
social assemblage has low habitat preference and the other has
high habitat preference. An example is to the north of Menorca,
where fewer data were collected: the sperm whale group model in
particular was  subject to sampling bias, resulting in a high estimate
for habitat preference, whereas predicted probability of occurrence
for singletons was low (Pirotta et al., 2011). Fig. 2b shows similarity
in local variance (SIV) between the maps. Values close to 1 (yel-
low) show areas where assemblages have similar variance in the
72 E.L. Jones et al. / Ecological Indicators 70 (2016) 67–76
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odels of both social assemblages. A reflection algorithm was used to counteract 
imilarity In Pattern of spatial covariance (−1 to 1); and (d) Structural Similarity in
robability of occurrence, and values close to 0 (red) show areas
here the variance is different. For example, the area to the north
f Menorca shows a transition zone where groups and singletons
re using space differently—groups have heterogeneous, sporadic
pace use (i.e. high variance), singletons are utilising space in a
onsistent, homogeneous way (i.e. low variance). Fig. 2c shows the
imilarity in patterns (SIP) of spatial covariance between the maps.
he SIP metric is the most difficult to capture through visual com-
arison of habitat use between groups and singletons (c.f. Figs. 1a
nd b). Values close to 1 (yellow) denote local regions where the
patial structure between predicted probability of occurrence of
roups and singletons is similar, meaning grid cells with relative
igh and low variance are in the same locations in each underlying
ap. Underlying mechanisms of direct competition for resources
ould be occurring, for example to the north, east and west of
enorca, and north and west of Mallorca. Values close to −1 (red)
ndicate areas where local spatial structure is dissimilar, suggesting
patial partitioning may  be occurring (north of Menorca in the tran-
ition zone discussed previously, and the southern edge of the study
rea). Fig. 2d shows SSIM, which is the product of the other three
tatistics. Differences in spatial structure detected in SIV (Fig. 2b)
nd SIP (Fig. 2c) at the southern edge of the study area remain
pparent in the SSIM index. Some spatial structural similarities
een throughout Figs. 2a–c to the north-west and east of Mallorca,
nd south-east of Formentera are also retained in SSIM. The meanngleton sperm whales using bootstrapped uncertainty from the habitat preference
al edge effects: (a) Similarity In Means (0–1); (b) Similarity In Variance (0–1); (c)
1 to 1).
value of SSIM was calculated (SSIM = 0.22), showing positive spatial
structure between the underlying maps.
Results incorporating uncertainty from the underlying maps
into the comparison calculation are provided in Fig. 3, and show
similar inferences to those in Fig. 2, although each of the four
comparison metrics exhibit less extreme values. An area of par-
ticular interest is south of Mallorca (Fig. 3c), where SIP is close
to −1 (red), characterising different spatial patterns in habitat use
between groups and singletons. Fig. 4 focuses on this area, which is
situated over the continental slope and has previously been iden-
tified as a feeding ground for sperm whales (Gannier and Praca,
2007; Gannier et al., 2002). Although Fig. 4a shows that both social
assemblages have similar (high) habitat preference (SIM is close to
1), there is strong negative SIP in specific areas (Fig. 4c), indicat-
ing local-scale spatial partitioning between groups and singletons.
These patterns occur mostly along bathymetric contours at depths
ranging between 1000 to 2000 m.  The spatial structure can be seen
in SSIM (Fig. 4d).
The results of sensitivity tests are shown in Table 2 (visual results
are available in Appendix B in Supplementary). When comparing
Gaussian weighting vs. no weighting, there was  no significant dif-
ference in SSIM (t = 0.06, p-value = 0.95). By varying the size of the
local neighbourhood between 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 grid cells SIV and SIP
show differences (calculated from the variance and covariance in
the underlying maps being compared), leading to a significant t-test
result when comparing SSIM (t = 4.14, p-value < 0.00005). Likewise,
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when comparing 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 tests, there is a significant dif-
ference between SSIM(t = 2.34, p-value = 0.02). When the reflection
algorithm was not applied, the value of SSIM was  not affected sig-
nificantly but there was a reduction in the spatial extent of the
map  comparison (as values for edge cells could not be calculated)
(Appendix B in Supplementary).
4. Discussion
We have described an approach to objectively compare spatial
patterns between two  continuous valued maps. We  enhanced the
original SSIM index (Wang et al., 2004) by incorporating uncer-
tainty from underlying maps into the comparison calculation and
correcting for edge effects. Application of the SSIM approach,
including our enhancements, was demonstrated with a case study
using sperm whale distribution data in the Mediterranean Sea.
Quantitative map  comparison tools are currently limited in their
extent and application in the ecological literature (Hagen-Zanker,
2006b; Robertson et al., 2014), possibly because ecological data
have characteristic properties such as continuous values and inher-
ent spatial dependencies that make quantifying the underlying
spatial structure between geographically referenced maps chal-
lenging. As well as accounting for these characteristics, the SSIM
index has several key advantages making it ideal for broader ecolog-
ical applications. First, the methodology can be easily implemented
regardless of the prediction or estimation method used to obtain
the underlying maps. For instance, a useful application of the
method would be to compare two maps where different statisti-
cal methods were used to address similar questions. Second, the
SSIM index produces a number of underlying statistics, as well
as an overall measure of similarity in spatial structure. By com-
paring local means, variances, and covariance between underlying
maps, different aspects of spatial patterns are characterised, poten-
tially providing insight into underlying processes that drive these
patterns. Finally, the size of the local neighbourhood in the map
comparison calculation is user-defined. Prior knowledge of spatial
scale of the data can be used to inform the map  comparison analysis,
providing more meaningful results.
Dependent on the size of the local neighbourhood, edge effects
occur when comparing maps because non-valued cells beyond the
boundary of the study area are included. To ensure the map  com-
parison produced the same spatial extent as the underlying maps, a
reflection algorithm was chosen to correct for edge effects because
of its ability to deal with complex edges and ease of implementa-
tion. The algorithm reflected known data along edges to extrapolate
outside of the study area. A limitation of this method is that it can
emphasise fine-scale or local patterns in areas where it is imple-
mented, and so care should be taken when interpreting results close
to edges in the study area.
The definition of spatially local neighbourhoods and the effects
of their size have been well studied (Chefaoui, 2014; Long et al.,
2010; Zurlini et al., 2007). In ecology, local neighbourhood size must
be considered in the context of spatial resolution of the data and the
underlying ecological processes being investigated (Wiens, 1989;
Wu,  2004). Therefore, local neighbourhood sizes are often varied to
examine their influence on results and inferences. However, there
can still be subjectivity in selecting the appropriate local scale for
spatial analysis (Nelson and Boots, 2008). In the case study, a local
neighbourhood was selected based on the spatial scale present in
the ecological process (i.e. the distance between the assemblages
being compared). As the local neighbourhood size increases fine-
scale differences in patterns identified through SSIM will disappear,
resulting in a smoothing effect. Similarly, using the minimum local
neighbourhood (3 × 3 grid squares) may  produce results that show
fine-scale differences in patterns which do not make sense ecolog-
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ovement of animals) represented in the maps being compared,
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sons, and, (3) scale-dependent patterns of underlying ecological
rocesses being investigated.
.1. Case study
The map  comparison showed differences in space use between
roups and singleton sperm whales. The area south of Mallorca
as also identified by Pirotta et al. (2011) as important to both
ocial assemblages. Data sampling effort was greatest here and
herefore groups and singleton models suffered less from sampling
ias than in other areas. In this area, both social assemblages had
igh predicted probability of occurrence. Statistical differences in
atterns of space-use were associated with fine-scale features at
epths between 1000 and 2000 m,  and the probability of occur-
ence for both social assemblages was previously found to be driven
y bathymetric features (Pirotta et al., 2011). Although the sex of
nimals included in the study was not verified, singletons showed
iving behaviour typical of solitary males, and groups of sperm
hales are generally associated with adult females and their imma-
ure offspring (Drouot et al., 2004; Whitehead, 2003). Whitehead
2003) suggested that reduced foraging success for males in areas
here both social assemblages exist may  be a result of resourcengleton sperm whales using bootstrapped uncertainty from the habitat preference
al edge effects. Focusing on the area of interest south of Mallorca: (a) Similarity In
e (−1 to 1); and (d) Structural Similarity index (−1 to 1).
competition. Our results reveal that groups and singletons do inter-
act spatially in some mutually exclusive way. This has implications
for both understanding local space use, and informing more gen-
eral hypotheses about the evolution of extreme behavioural sexual
dimorphism in sperm whales (Whitehead and Weilgart, 2000). The
results provide a specific target area so that efficient resources
can be put into studying sexual segregation of groups and sin-
gletons. Hypotheses could be investigated to determine whether
patterns of mutually exclusive (presumed) foraging of groups and
individuals show stable resource partitioning (in which case both
social assemblages may be foraging optimally), or whether pat-
terns are the result of one social assemblage being outcompeted
and forced to utilise sub-optimal habitat. Sensitivity tests indicated
that comparison results were affected by neighbourhood size, and
any interpretation should take account of this.
4.2. Broader applications and further development
Comparisons of spatially referenced data provide a mechanism
for linking observed spatial patterns with underlying ecological
processes (Turner, 1989). Methodology presented here has wider
applications for ecology, where quantitative comparisons of spa-
tial patterns are often required to understand underlying processes
and guide management decisions. Application of the SSIM index
with our enhancements provides spatially explicit comparisons to
identify areas where there are underlying differences in space-
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se. There are many applications to spatial ecology problems
uch as identifying areas of conflict between anthropogenic activ-
ties and wildlife: depredation on domestic livestock and farmed
pecies by apex predators (Berland et al., 2008; Ripple et al., 2014;
uryawanshi et al., 2013). An important application is the assess-
ent of change in distribution between and within species, such as
omparing density maps obtained using different methods (Bailey
t al., 2014), assessing competition and spatial segregation between
pecies (Suryawanshi et al., 2013; Wilson, 2010), and seasonal
hanges in distribution (Millspaugh et al., 2015).
The Marine Strategy Framework Directive uses an ecosystem-
ased approach to management of anthropogenic activities within
he marine environment (Olenin et al., 2010). Under this frame-
ork, ecosystems are assessed through a set of environmental
bundance and distribution indicators to determine conservation
tatus. Spatially-explicit indicators such as biodiversity indices
species richness and diversity) present mean values over time
Piroddi et al., 2015). The SSIM index and enhancements presented
ere can be used to elevate these indicators to a spatio-temporal
ontext and assess biodiversity over time. When used in conjunc-
ion with abundance estimates, these can further inform the spatial
anagement process.
The methodology could be developed further. Currently, spatial
esolution and extent of the maps being compared must be regu-
arly spaced and identical, and the case study used to demonstrate
he methodology benefitted from having these characteristics.
owever, comparing animal distributions (e.g. using line transect
ata from animal sightings surveys) may  result in varying spa-
ial resolution and extent because sampling effort and survey area
an change over time. Adapting SSIM methodology to allow for
aps with non-regular lattices and point-process patterns to be
ompared, would be beneficial for effective analyses. For longer
ime-series (Bailey et al., 2014) or multiple species comparisons
Wilson, 2010), map  comparison functionality could be extended
o compare more than two maps at once, either sequentially, or
hrough pair-wise comparisons.
. Conclusions
The SSIM index and enhancements presented here offer a com-
rehensive tool to objectively compare spatially explicit ecological
ata within an implementable framework. An advantage of the
SIM index is that different aspects of spatial comparison can be
nvestigated: maps of SIM, SIV, and SIP (relating to similarities in
ocal means, variances, and covariance, respectively) can be calcu-
ated to reveal spatial patterns that cannot be seen through visual
nspection of the underlying maps. The SSIM metric summarises
IM, SIV, and SIP into one map  because summary statistics are
ften required to condense information. This can be further sum-
arised by calculating the mean over SSIM to give a single value
epresenting similarity between the underlying maps.
We  presented enhancements to the SSIM index by incorporat-
ng uncertainty from the underlying maps and correcting for edge
ffects so that the methodology can be broadly applied to many
ypes of spatial ecological data. Using an ecological case study to
ompare groups and singletons sperm whale distribution in the
editerranean Sea, we demonstrated the presence of local-scale
patial structure that could not be detected either visually or using
ap subtraction techniques. We  found that in these areas where
presumed) foraging was taking place, singletons and groups of
hales were spatially mutually exclusive. This enabled us to rec-
mmend that future behavioural studies focusing on interactions
etween singletons and groups of whales whilst foraging could
ost effectively be carried out in the areas of interest we have
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